FROM PADOVA TO FERRARA
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Depart:
Arrive:

105.580 km

Padova, Tourist Information Office - Via C. Pedrocchi
Ferrara, Piazza Savonarola

Cycle path or dual use
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Road open
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Gravel or dirt-track

Gravel or dirt-track

Gravel or dirt-track

Gravel or dirt-track
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Distance

1.400

Where Via Ravignana turns off to the right,
keep straight on for Piazzale Pontecorvo in
the cycle lane.

8.400

Villa Molin. Carry straight on, still
following the Canale della Battaglia along
Via Ponte della Cagna (which becomes
Via Lungo Argine).

1.520

In Piazzale Pontecorvo turn right on the
cycle track to the right of Via Michele
Sanmicheli.

9.520

Go over the crossroads with Via Ponte della
Fabbrica and carry straight on along Via
Lungo Argine, beside the Canale della
Battaglia.

1.980

Crossing over the junction with Via
Cavazzana / Via Leopardi, keep straight on
along the cycle lane to the right of Via
Michele Sanmicheli.

10.250

At the junction on the right with Via Roveri
stay straight on along Via Lungo Argine
towards Montegrotto Terme.

2.430

At the juntion on the left, turn left onto
the cycle/pedestrian path on the left side
of Via Girolamo Fabrici d'Acquapendente.

12.350

At the crossroads with Via Sabbioni go
straight on along Via Granze Sinistro, still
alongside the Canale della Battaglia.
Enter Montegrotto Terme.
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0.000

Depart from Padova.
From the Tourist Information Office in
Via C. Pedrocchi, walk your bike in the
direction of Via 8 Febbraio 1848.

2.520

At the roundabout, cross Via Manzoni and
carry on along the cycle path on the left
side of Via Girolamo Fabrici
d'Acquapendente.

13.380

At the crossroads with Via Mezzavia go straight
on along Via Granze Destro, continuing
alongside the Canale della Battaglia.
Montegrotto is to the right, Mezzavia to the left.

0.080

Continue to the right along Via del
Municipio, then to the passage that leads
through into Piazza delle Erbe.

3.090

Crossing the junction with Via Antonio
Marsand and Via Tre Garofani, carry
straight on along the cycle path on the left
side of Via G. Fabrici d'Acquapendente.

16.670

At the junction on the right with Via
Cataio, go straight on into Via Cataio
(open to all traffic).

0.190

Leave Piazza delle Erbe to the left on
Via San Canziano.

3.450

On reaching the relief canal, turn left and
then go under the Ponte Quattro Martiri
bridge and on to the top of the embankment
of the canal (Lungargine Scaricatore).

16.760

Villa Catajo.
At the access bridge, go straight on along
the Canale della Battaglia.

3.760

17.020

0.320

Over the crossroads of Via Roma / Canton
del Gallo go straight on onto the cycle lane
on the right of Via San Francesco.

4.640

Turn left over the cycle bridge (L. Gasparini)
to cross the relief canal, after which turn
right along the embankment and under
the vehicle bridge.

17.370

In Battaglia Terme, at the Ponte delle
Terme bridge, go over the crossroads with
Viale Roma and straight on along Via Terme,
alongside the Scolo Rialto drainage canal.

0.480

Turn right into Via del Santo, still in the
cycle lane.

5.140

Cross Via Vittorio Veneto and continue right
on the cycle path, crossing Via Ponte Isonzo
and the bridge on the Canale della Battaglia.

17.830

Further into Battaglia Terme cross over the
junction with Viale Colli Euganei and go
straight on along Via Selvatiche, beside the
Scolo Rialto.

0.760

At the fork with Via Rudena, keep left and
stay on Via del Santo in the cycle lane.

5.210

Turn left onto a cul-de-sac (Via Vittorio
Veneto) alongside the Canale della Battaglia.

17.980

Go through the gate and along the
cycle/pedestrian path (Via Selvatiche)
beside the Scolo Rialto / Canale Bisatto.

0.940

At the Basilica di Sant’Antonio da
Padova the cycle lane ends: turn left
onto Via Melchiorre Cesarotti.

5.320

Continue straight on along the
cycle/pedestrian path along the Canale
della Battaglia.

19.390

End of the cycle/pedestrian path.
Go along the road (Via E. Barbè) beside
the Canale Bisatto.

1.100

Carry on along Via Melchiorre Cesarotti,
turning into the cycle lane on the right
of the street.

8.070

Go straight on along the road.

19.730

At the lift bridge go across the crossroads
with Via E. Barbè and carry straight on
along Via del Porto alongside the Canale
Bisatto.

At the crossroads with Via San Francesco,
turn right on the cycle lane to the right
of the street and head towards the
Pontecorvo bridge.

8.270

1.220

19.790
At the junction on the right with Via Ponte
della Cagna, go straight on, still running
alongside Canale della Battaglia on Via
Ponte della Cagna.

19.880

Villa Emo

Go through the gate and carry straight on
along the cycle/pedestrian path (Via
del Porto) beside the Canale Bisatto.
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22.570

Go through the gate and straight on along
the road (Via del Porto) beside the Canale
Bisatto.

28.640

Over the level crossing carry straight on
along Via Granzette, passing the junction
with Via Raise to the right

36.500

Pass the junction on the left with Via
Arzerini and carry on straight along Via
Niccolò Tommaseo into Solesino.

22.660

A little before Monselice, go over the
crossroads with Via Solana and straight on
along Via del Porto, remaining beside the
Canale Bisatto.

29.940

At the T-junction, turn right on Via
Granzette for the underpass beneath the
Strada Regionale Monselice - Mare main
road, towards Schiavonia.

36.880

In Solesino turn right onto Via Ceresara.

23.450

In Monselice cross the junction with Via
Trento Trieste and Via 11 Febbraio and
continue straight on along Via G.B. Belzoni
beside the Canale Bisatto.

30.040

Immediately after the underpass, go right
onto the main road (Via Granzette) towards
Schiavonia.

38.700

In Savellon there is a priority junction with
Via Forni and Via Savellon: continue
straight on for Via Gazzolo.

23.680

At the bridge that leads over to the piazza,
dismount and walk down the few steps on
the right to get back alongside the Canale
Bisatto on Via Moraro.

30.480

At the T-junction in Schiavonia, turn left
along Via Chiesa Schiavonia.

39.130

Pass the junction (to the right) with Via
Gabarde keeping straight on along Via
Gazzolo.

23.890

Via Avancini comes in from the right:
follow it straight on, still beside the
Canale Bisatto.

30.650

At the crossroads with Via Capitello in
Schiavonia, turn left then quickly right
into Via Ponticello.

39.860

Pass the junction (to the right) with Via
Ca' Conti keeping straight on along Via
Gazzolo.

23.940

Further into Monselice, go straight across
the junction with Via Verdi, keeping
straight on along Via Argine Sinistro beside
the Canale Bisatto.

30.920

Still in Schiavonia, at the fork go straight
on onto Via Ponticello, bearing left to stay
on the main road.

40.240

Over the crossroads with Via Albareo
Vecchia and Via J.F. Kennedy, keep straight
on along Via Gazzolo.

24.710

At the fork, carry straight on to the top
of the embankment of the Canale Bisatto
(Via Argine Sinistro).

32.080

At Marini-Giavarra go across the junction with
the Strada Provinciale 42D (Via Stazione di
Sant'Elena) and continue straight on Via
Mocenighe (column shrine on the opposite side).

40.360

At the T junction in Granze, turn right onto
Via 4 Novembre.

25.050

At the fork, carry straight on to the top
of the embankment of the Canale Bisatto
(Via Argine Sinistro).

33.180

On reaching the industrial estate at
Sant'Elena, turn left onto Via Leonardo
da Vinci.

40.620

Carry on left onto the cycle lane to the left
of the SP 8 (Dei Bersaglieri) main road,
towards Barbona and Vescovana.

25.430

Taking care with the reduced height along
the way, go through the railway subway
and carry on along Via Vallivo beside the
Canale Bisatto.

33.540

In Sant'Elena turn left onto the SP 42
(Via Marconi) main road, and after about
50 metres, go right along Via I Maggio
following the signs for Granze

40.720

Leave the cycle lane for the main road
(SP 8 Dei Bersaglieri).

26.340

Go over the crossroads with Via
Marendole to carry straight on along the
Canale Bisatto.

34.330

At the roundabout in Sant'Elena, go right
for Granze along Via Gasparolo.

41.580

Over the crossroads with Via Armando Diaz
and Via Gorzon, carry straight on along Via
Giacomo Matteotti, crossing the Canale
Gorzone.

26.750

Go over the crossroads with Via
Cementeria to carry straight on along the
Canale Bisatto.

34.860

Pass the junction with Via del Canton
(signposted Villa Estense) to the right and
continue, keeping left on the main road
(Via Gasparolo) towards Granze.

42.000

At Vescovana, cross over the Scolo Santa
Caterina drainage canal, and, immediately
afterwards, take a right onto Via Alessandro
Manzoni towards Barbona and Vescovana.

28.290

At the crossroads with Via Ca' Barbaro,
turn left across the bridge over the Canale
Bisatto.

35.200

Continue to the right along the SP 8 main
road, the 'dei Bersaglieri.'

42.270

At Vescovana leave the main road
(which bends to the left) and carry straight
on onto the embankment of the Scolo
Santa Caterina (Via Alessandro Manzoni).

28.390

Paying careful attention, turn onto Via
Motta and go left; after about 70 metres
turn off to the right onto Via Granzette
towards Schiavonia.

35.340

Leave the SP 8 turning left onto Via
Granzetta (then Via Niccolò Tommaseo).

45.850

Leave the embankment road at the point
where it turns to gravel and go left down
off the embankment (Via Fenil Nuovo).
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46.300

Pass the junction with Via Andrea
Mantegna (to the right) and continue
straight on along Via Fenil Nuovo.

56.360

At the crossroads with via San
Gregorio / Via Bassa in Concadirame, turn
right onto Via Bassa (which becomes Via
Ottavio Munerati).

65.800

Turn left onto the cycle path alongside the
Scolo Campagna Vecchia drainage canal.

47.140

Go straight across the crossroads with
Via Perazza, and continue straight on
along Via Fenil Nuovo.

60.350

At the roundabout at Granzette, go
straight on onto Via Vincenzo Chiarugi.

66.640

Be careful here: go over the crossroads
with Viale Porta Po and go straight on
along Via Enrico Tazzoli.

47.390

Carry straight on, joining the main soad
(SP 8) which merges from the left.

60.870

Turn left onto Via Zuccherificio.

67.150

A little after the railway crossing, at the T
junction, take a right along Via Martiri di
Belfiore.

48.340

Up on the embankment of the river
Adige, carry straight on along the SP 8
main road (Via Rialto), following signs
for Lusia / Lendinara.

61.230

Go under the railway by the underpass and
carry on straight along Via Zuccherificio.

68.520

At San Sisto turn right onto Via San Sisto
towards Borsea.

48.870

Turn left across the bridge over the
Adige (SP 18); you are now in the province
of Rovigo.

61.660

In Rovigo, take great care when turning
onto Viale Porta Adige and continuing to
the right.

68.910

At Borsea go straight over the crossroads
with Via Don Lorenzo Milani (the SP 4
main road) and straight on along Via San
Sisto.

49.070

Once over the Adige bridge, turn left for
Lusia on Via Rampa (SP 18).

62.240

Carry on along the cycle track to the right
of the main road and negociate the wide
junction with Via Lina Merlin, staying on
Viale Porta Adige.

69.210

On reaching Borsea, turn left at the
crossroads with Viale delle Industrie.

49.280

At Lusia, turn left at the first crossroads
onto Via della Torre.

62.580

Leave the cycle track of Viale Porta Adige
to turn right onto Via Leopoldo Baruchello.

69.550

In Borsea, turn right onto Viale Maestri
del Lavoro.

49.660

At the junction to the right with Via
Matteotti in Lusia, stay straight on along
Via della Torre.

62.810

At the end of Via Baruchello, turn left onto
the cycle track that goes alongside the
railway embankment.

70.140

At the roundabout in Borsea, cross over
Via Girolamo Savonarola and turn left,
floowing the signs for Pontecchio
Polesine / Guarda Veneta.

49.750

Further along in Lusia, at the crossroads with Via
Garibaldi / Via Provvidenza (the SP 69 main road)
turn left onto Via Provvidenza (which becomes
Via Vic. Ronchello, Via Grompo, Via G. Amendola).

63.330

Coming out of the Giardini Marconi park,
in Piazza Marconi turn towards the railway
station and then left alongside the railway,
along Via Francesco Petrarca.

70.900

Cross the bridge over the Canal Bianco
and carry straight on towards Pontecchio
Polesine on Via Passo (which becomes
Via San Pietro Martire, the SP 5).

53.370

At the T Junction at Grompo, turn left onto
Via Ceresolo.

63.620

Carry on onto the cycle track (seperate
from the road and to the right of it) and
under Via Dante Alighieri.

71.350

At Pontecchio Polesine, turn onto the
cycle track to the right of Via San Pietro
Martire (the SP 5).

72.150

53.630

Pass the juntion with Via Bottego
(to the right) and carry straight on
along Via Ceresolo.

63.910

At the fork on the cycle track, take the
righthand side, down to the underpass for
Largo Salvo d'Acquisto, and go across the
park alongside Via Circonvallazione Ovest.

72.320

Follow the cycle track over the crossroads
with Via Chiaviche / Via Roma and carry on
in the direction of Guarda Veneta on the
righthand side of Via G. Marconi (the SP 5).

54.850

At Concadirame, pass by the junction
with M.G. Balbi Valier (to the left) and
carry straight on along Via Ceresolo.

64.340

Take the right fork of the cycle track up
to cross the park alongside Via
Circonvallazione Ovest.

73.510

Go through the crossroads with Via Madonna
del Carmine and keep on the cycle track
towards Guarda Veneta alongside Via G. Marconi
(then Via Roma). Leave Pontecchio Polesine.

55.870

At the T junction in Concadirame, turn left
onto Via Casalveghe.

64.810

At the crossroads with Via Vittorio Veneto,
leave the cycle track and turn right along
the road.

76.500

At Guarda Veneta follow the cycle track over
the crossroads with Via Eridania Ovest (the
SP 33 main road from Curricchi to Polesella)
and follow Via Roma towards the River Po.
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76.720

In Guarda Veneta, leave the cycle path and
go straight on along Via Roma towards the
Po embankment.

95.900

At the junction with Via Zerbinata in
Francolino, turn onto the FE203 cycle track
on the left of Via dei Calzolai and carry on
straight in the direction of Ferrara.

104.060

At the end of Viale Orlando Furioso turn
left onto Corso Ercole I d'Este, away from
the walls and trowards the city centre.

76.840

On reaching the river, turn right and up
Via J.F. Kennedy to the top of the
embankment, in the direction of Polesella.

96.620

Cross the junction with Via Pioppelle (to
the left) and contunue on the FE203 cycle
track on the left side of Via dei Calzolai.

104.840

Palazzo dei Diamanti. Go over the
crossroads with Via Porta Po / Corso Biagio
Rossetti to carry straight on along Corso
Ercole I d'Este.

77.140

Come out onto the embankment road
(the Sinistra Po route) and go on straight
towards Polesella on Via J.F. Kennedy
(which becomes Via A. Selmi).

97.140

Chiesa di San Marco Evangelista.
Cross the junction with Via Pianelle (to the
left) and contunue on the FE203 cycle track
on the left side of Via dei Calzolai.

105.320

When you reach the Castello Estense, turn
left alongside the moat.

81.110

At Polesella, just before going under the
bridge over the river, turn right onto Via
Guglielmo Marconi following the signs
for Ro.

97.740

Cross Via Fossa Lavezzola and Via dei
Calzolai to carry on along the FE203 cycle
track on the right side of Via dei Calzolai.

105.440

Turn right along corso Martiri della Libertà,
carry on alongside the moat of the
Castello Estense.

81.230

Turn left onto Via Dante Alighieri, going
under the bridge and following the signs
for Ro.

100.240

Cross Via dei Calzolai and carry on along
the FE203 cycle track on the left side of
Via dei Calzolai.

105.580

Arrive: Ferrara, Piazza Savonarola.

81.420

Turn right onto Via Galileo Galilei and onto
the access ramp for the Po bridge,
following the signs for Ro & Copparo.

100.830

Cross the junction with Via dei Gladioli (to
the left) and continue on the FE203 cycle
track on the left side of Via dei Calzolai.

81.680

Being very careful, join the SP 40 main
road (then the SP 14) to cross the River Po
and enterthe province of Ferrara.

100.950

Cross the junction with Via Conca and
continue on the FE203 cycle track on the
left side of Via dei Calzolai.

82.940

Join the ramp that goes down to the right
of the bridge, following the signs for
Guarda / Berra.

101.720

Cross Via dei Calzolai and carry on along
the FE203 cycle track following the signs
for the centre of Ferrara.

83.380

On reaching Via Dazio following the signs
for Area Perifluviale / Attracco and turn
left towards the Po embankment.
CONNECTS TO: provincial route number 7

102.440

Turn left following the signs for the centre
of the city and stay on the FE202 cycle
track by the side of the CUS sports centre.

83.960

On the embankment, turn left onto the
Destra Po cycle route - Percorso
Cicloturistico FE20.
CONNECTS TO: provincial route number 1

102.660

Turn right following the signs for the city
centre and stay on the FE202 cycle track
between the CUS and the canal.

94.680

End of the cycle track. Carry on along the
road as far as Francolino.

103.090

Cross the access road to the public
swimming pool and carry straight on
along the FE202 cycle track alongside the
park - Parco Urbano Giorgio Bassani.
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95.370

Come down off the embankment into
Francolino and onto Piazza Fetonte.

103.650

Turn left, cross Via Bacchelli and carry
straight on along the cycle track towards
the opening in the walls.

95.570

In Francolino go straight on along Via dei
Calzolai, over the crossroads with Via del
Cristo / Via M. e B. Patracchini.

103.780

Immediately through the walls, the cycle
path ends: turn left along Viale Orlando
Furioso.
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For the railway station (1.47 km) go
through the arches and onto Piazza
Repubblica (to your right, the entrance to
the courtyard of the castle and Tourist
Information Office), and then Via Garibaldi,
Via Cassoli, Piazzale della Castellina,
Piazzale Stazione.

